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We develop an unrestricted Hartree-Fock mean-field method including Coulomb repulsion U , V
and spin-orbital coupling λ self-consistently to investigate the mechanism of structural instability
and magnetic ordering in Ba2MgReO6. A comprehensive quadrupole phase diagram versus U and
V with λ=0.28eV is calculated. Our results demonstrate that the easy-plane anisotropy and the
intersite Coulomb repulsion V must be considered to remove the orbital frustration. The increasing
of V to >20meV would arrange quadrupole Qx2−y2 antiparallelly, accompanied with small parallel
Q3z2−r2 , and stabilize Ba2MgReO6 into the body-centered tetragonal structure. Such antiparallel
Qx2−y2 provides a new mechanism of Dzyaloshinskii-Moriya interaction, and gives rise to the canted

antiferromagnetic (CAF) state along [110] axis. Moreover, sizable octupoles such as O31
21, O

33
21, O

34
21

and O36
21 are discovered for the first time in CAF state. Our study not only provides a comprehensive

understanding of the experiment results in Ba2MgReO6, but also reveals some commonalities of 5d
compounds.

Introduction.— 5d electrons usually have two remark-
able characters. One is the dramatically enhanced spin-
orbital coupling (SOC) λ originated from the huge atomic
number Z. The other is the spatially extended orbital,
which could lead to considerable intersite Coulomb re-
pulsion V . In the past decades, the interplay between
onsite Coulomb repulsion U and SOC with comparable
energy and the resulting exotic properties in 5d transition
metal (TM) compounds have attracted increasing inter-
est, including the SOC assistant Mott metal-insulator
transition [1–3], non-collinear magnetic moment [4–7],
orbital frustration [8–10] and high-rank multipoles [11–
16]. Among them, the orbital frustrated honeycomb
and face-centered cubic (Fcc) lattice magnets have been
extensively studied recently, which are reported to host
the long-pursuit quantum spin liquid states when the
orbital frustration maintains and dominates [17–19], or
give rise to lattice distortion accompanied with the or-
bital ordering when orbital frustration is eliminated [20–
23]. However, while most efforts have been focused on
the interplay between U and λ and the resulting proper-
ties [24–31], rare works pay attention to the influence of
V , though it could play a key role to determine the exotic
states and properties in 5d TM compounds. Especially
in the first-principles calculation field, a generic program
to deal with U , V and λ self-consistently is still lacking.

The double perovskite Ba2MgReO6 with 5d1 config-
uration, adopting the frustrated Fcc lattice, provides
an ideal platform to study the interplay between U , λ
and V , as well as the resulting exotic properties [32–
42]. Ba2MgReO6 undergoes two phase transitions upon
cooling, including Fcc to Bct (body-centered tetrago-
nal) phase transition at Tq and canted antiferromag-
netic (CAF) phase transition with a small gap at Tm

[35, 36, 38, 42]. Further synchrotron X-ray diffrac-
tion measurements of high-quality single crystals show
the tetragonal distortion is enhanced below Tm, which
indicates that quadrupoles are coupled with magnetic
orders [36]. Recently, magnetic entropy is obtained by
subtracting phonon contribution in heat capacity [42],
which reflects the N=2 degeneracy of the ground state
multiples, contrary to Ref [35]. These evidences imply
that the pure spin model is not enough to describe the
magnetic mechanism in Ba2MgReO6. In fact, strong
SOC not only leads to small magnetic dipole ordering,
as small as 0.3µB in Ba2MgReO6, but also opens up the
possibility of high-rank multipoles [14, 43]. Such high-
rank multipoles are usually entangled with the magnetic
dipole ordering together, which makes it hard to detect
these hidden orders by conventional experiments [12, 13].
Therefore, a comprehensive understanding of the phase
transitions and exotic properties in Ba2MgReO6 remains
elusive until now.

In this letter, based on first-principles calculations, we
develop an unrestricted Hartree-Fock mean-field method
which includes U , λ and especially V self-consistently
to investigate the nature of phase transition and exotic
properties in Ba2MgReO6. Our study demonstrates that,
while the easy-plane anisotropy can partially remove the
orbital frustration, the intersite Coulomb repulsion V is
indispensable to fully remove the frustration and gener-
ate the right orbital ordering to meet the experiment.
The calculations figure out that the antiparallel (AP)
Qx2−y2 could minimize the intersite Coulomb repulsion
energy mostly. Hence, small V=20meV is enough to
stabilize Ba2MgReO6 into the Bct structure accompanied
with the AP-Qx2−y2 and small magnitude of parallel
Q3z2−r2 quadrupole. Such a quadrupole state with
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FIG. 1. (a) Schematic of Re1 and Re2 atoms in Fcc unit cell
(solid line) and Bct structure (dashed lines). XY, XZ and
YZ orbital (plane) are indicated by red, green and blue color.
(b)(c) The oxygen octahedral distortion modes corresponding
to Qx2 and Qz2 orders.

incompletely quenched orbital angular momentum pro-
vides a new mechanism of Dzyaloshinskii–Moriya (DM)
interaction, resulting in the experimentally observed
CAF ground state [35, 36]. Moreover, various magnetic
octupoles are discovered in the CAF ground state, where
the octupoles have comparable magnitude with magnetic
dipoles and also exhibit canted arrangement along [110]
direction. This complex magnetic structure may be the
source of abnormal magnetic entropy and weak magnetic
anisotropy in the CAF ground state.

Calculation methods.— As shown in Fig. 1(a),
Ba2MgReO6 adopts a double perovskite structure with
Fm3̄m space group [35, 37]. The crystal field of the
local oxygen octahedron splits d-orbitals of Re atom into
higher doubly-degenerate eg orbitals and lower triply-
degenerate t2g orbitals [44, 45]. With 5d1 configura-
tion, t2g orbitals are enough to describe low physics of
Ba2MgReO6. The one electron occupation usually leads
to spontaneous symmetry breaking with orbital order-
ing [46–51], which can be expanded by the quadrupole
orders Qx2−y2 (abbr. Qx2) and Q3z2−r2 (abbr. Qz2)

Qx2 =
1

2
(nxz − nyz)

Qz2 =

√
3

6
(nxz + nyz − 2nxy),

(1)

where nα(α =xy, xz, yz) is electron occupation. The Qx2

breaks Oh to D2h and Qz2 breaks to D4h, corresponding
to the octahedral distortion shown in Fig. 1(b) and
Fig. 1(c) respectively.

In order to comprehensively investigate the effects of
intersite Coulomb repulsion V on the orbital ordering
and physical properties in Ba2MgReO6, we develope a
self-consistent calculation package that includes V to
solve a complete Hamiltonian H = Htb + HSOC +
HU + HV , as shown in Fig. 2. Starting from the Fcc
structure with lattice constant a=8.0802Å [36], the tight-
binding Hamiltonian Htb is obtained by constructing the
maximum localized wannier function of t2g using the
Vienna ab initio simulation [52, 53] and WANNIER90

package [54–56]. The spin orbital coupling HSOC adopts
the form of λS ·Lt2g , with the spin and effective orbital
angular momentum S = 1

2 and Lt2g = 1. λ=0.28eV is
determined by the non-magnetic (NM) band structures
fitting.
The onsite interaction HU adopts the form of

Kanamori Hamiltonian

HU = (U − 3J)
N̂(N̂ − 1)

2
− 2JS2 − J

2
L2 +

5

2
JN̂, (2)

with the occupation number N̂ =
∑

ασ n̂ασ and Hund’s
coupling J/U = 0.1. Applying the mean field approxi-
mation, the correlation interaction can be solved directly
by the unrestricted Hartree-Fock method:

c†αc
†
βcδcγ ≈ ρβδc

†
αcγ + ραγc

†
βcδ − ρβδραγ

− ρβγc
†
αcδ − ραδc

†
βcγ + ρβγραδ,

(3)

where ραβ = ⟨c†αcβ⟩ is the local density matrix [57].
The intersite repulsion of t2g is HV =∑
⟨ij⟩ V

αβ
ij ni,αnj,β . According to electric quadrupole

approximation [43], V αβ
ij can be reduced to a single

variable V . Considering the d1 configuration and
ignoring the constant, it becomes

HV = V
∑
α

∑
⟨ij⟩∈α

[
4

3
(ni,β − ni,γ)(nj,γ − nj,β) +

4

9
ni,αnj,α],

(4)
in which α ̸= β ̸= γ and ⟨ij⟩ ∈ α denote that the bond
between i and j is in the plane of α orbital. With the
mean field approximation, HV is solved as

HV = V
∑
α

∑
⟨ij⟩∈α

[
4

3
(nj,γ − nj,β)(ni,β − ni,β

2
− ni,γ +

ni,γ

2
)

+
4

9
(nj,αni,α − nj,αni,α

2
) + (i ↔ j)],

(5)
where n = ⟨n⟩ can be obtained directly from the local
density matrix.
To release the orbital frustration of cubic symmetry,

our calculation is performed in the Bct structure as
illustrated by the dashed line in Fig. 1(a). This super-
structure has the same lattice as the cubic but with the
vector Q=2π(001), which has been widely reported in
double perovskite materials [58–62]. The flow of the
calculation program has been plotted in Fig. 2. For
the reason that HV is obtained by local density matrix,
the Hamiltonian in the first loop only contains Htb,
HSOC and HU which is set according to multipole states
and symmetry requirments. Thus, the Hamiltonian
is diagonalized to calculate the local density matrix
and further abtain the order parameters as well as the
expression of HV for the next loop. The energy accuracy
used for our calculation is set as 10−6eV.
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Results of quadrupole.— We first perform the NM
calculation to study the quadrupole orders. Fig. 3(a)
displays the phase diagram as function of U and V .
The order is absent in small U regime (phase I), while
emerges at large U (phase II with quadrupole orders
±µQx2 − νQz2 and phase III with quadrupole order
(AP-Qx2)+Qz2 , see details below). This result agrees
with the reports that the onsite Coulomb repulsion U
is the driving force of the orbital ordering in many
materials [63–69].

Dashed lines in Fig. 3(b) compare the energy of
quadrupole orders as function of U with V = 0, which
find that doubly-degenerat orders +µQx2 − νQz2 and

−µQx2 − νQz2(µ ̸=
√
3
2 and ν ̸= 1

2 ) become the most
stable states when U > 1.2eV (phase II). Such orders
reflect that the electron in Ba2MgReO6 tends to occupy
dxy orbital, which implies the easy-plane anisotropy
as also mentioned in previous work [43]. The orbital
frustration is partially broken in phase II, which is
insufficient to interpret the non-degenerate quadrupole
order in experiments [36].

However, the introduction of V can drive the material
into phase III, and give rise to the experimental reported
antiparellel quadrupole order [36] as shown in Fig. 3(c),
which demonstrates that the antiparallel Qx2 combined
with a small parallel Qz2 order (abbr. (AP-Qx2)+Qz2)
repalces ±µQx2 −νQz2 to become the ground state when
V > 20meV. Such order would lead to the occupation
as sketched in Fig. 1(a), which shows that electron on
Re1/Re2 atom prefers more dxz/dyz orbital and less dxy,
so that the energy caused by V would be efficiently
reduced through keeping the eletron on Re1 and Re2
away from each other. Such mechanism is confirmed
by the increment of the alternative occupation of dxz
and dyz orbitals on Re1 and Re2 and the reduction
of the dxy with the increasing of V , giving rise to
the increment/reduction of AP-Qx2 order/Qz2 order, as
demonstrated by the red lines in Fig. 3(d).

All these results demonstrate that the intersite
Coulomb repulsion V is the key factor for 5d compounds
to obtain the right order, and such order is stable
against the increasing of U as shown by the solid
lines in Fig. 3(b), which present the energy evolution
of different orders and clearly demonstrate that (AP-
Qx2)+Qz2 order is stabilized when U > 1eV and its
energy advantage grows with the increasing of U .
Results of magnetic order.— In the following, we

perform the calculation with the broken of time reversal
symmtry to clearify that (AP-Qx2)+Qz2 order would
give rise to the experimental reported CAF configuration.
From the AP-Qx2 order and the expression Qx2 = 1

2 (L
2
x−

L2
y) with Lx = id†xzdxy+h.c. and Ly = id†xydyz+h.c. [14],

one can notice that the Lx and Ly on two Re atoms are
exchanged (Lx,y of Re1↔Ly,x of Re2) and connected by
a glide mirror symmetry {M110|(0, a/2, a/2)} as demon-
strated in Fig. 4(a). Thus, the angular momentums form
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FIG. 2. The flow chart to calculate the multipole orders
based on the first-principles calculations.
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FIG. 3. (a) The quadrupole phase diagram versus U and V.
The SOC strength is λ=0.28eV, and Hound’ coupling is taken
as J/U = 0.1. Region I, II, and III represent cubic, ±µQx2 −
νQz2 , and (AP-Qx2) +Qz2 states, respectively. Ba2MgReO6

is located at the position marked by the yellow star. (b) The
total energy of ordering states depending on U with V=0
(dashed lines) and V=50meV (solid lines). (c) The energy
difference between ±µQx2 −νQz2 and (AP-Qx2)+Qz2 states
with the increasing of V . (d) Evolution of quadruple orders
in (AP-Qx2) + Qz2 state with V increasing. Red and blue
represent the NM and CAF magnetic states, respectively. U
is set as 1.2eV in (c) and (d).

a canted angle, which provides a new mechanism of DM
interaction

∑
<i,j> D(Si × Sj) in spin space[70–72], as

SOC considered. Such DM interaction is an intrinsic
property of orbital frustration and would induce the CAF
along [110] easy-axis, as confirmed by the self-consistent
magnetic calculations in Fig. 4(b) which demonstrate
that the ground CAF state is about 75 meV lower than
the other magnetic configurations.
The results of CAF state reproduce the experimental

observed dipole and quadrupole orders well. The ratio
between Lx+2Sx (0.296µB) and Ly+2Sy (0.128µB) of
Re1 is approximately 2.3, leading to 0.322µB magnetic
moment with canted angle ϕ∼22◦ along [110] direction,
which agree with 0.3µB and ϕ∼40◦ in experiments [36].
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FIG. 4. (a) The schematic illustration of the glide mir-
ror symmetry {M110|(0, a/2, a/2)} and the CAF magnetic
configuration. From the top view of the lattice, the Re1
atoms and Re2 atoms are labeled as 1 and 2. The red
small balls represent the oxygen atoms, with the thin arrows
represent the distortion of the octahedral corresponding to
the AP-Qx2 order. The green dashed line illustrate the
plane of the mirror reflection M110. The thick violet arrows
illustrate the magnetic momentum on Re atoms respecting
{M110|(0, a/2, a/2)} symmetry. (b) Total energy of magnetic
states relative to FM-Z with the increasing of U . (c)
Band structures of CAF ground state at U=1.1eV. (d) The
magnitude of Re1’s octupoles in CAF ground state depending
on U , inculding O33

21, O
34
21 and O36

21. All the calculations are
performed with V=50meV.

Moreover, CAF state displays obviously enhanced Qx2

order comparing to that of NM state as compared in
Fig. 3(d), which coincides well with the experiment
report about quadrupole increment below Tm [36].

In Fig. 4(c) with U=1.1eV, λ=0.28eV and V=50meV,
the band structures of CAF ground state gives rise
to a Mott insulating state and the band gap about
0.33eV, which agree with the experimental observation
(0.17eV) [35]. The projection in Fig. 4(c) also demon-
strates that the occupied bands have more |Jeff =
3/2,m = ±1/2 > (red) components than |Jeff =
3/2,m = ±3/2 > (blue), which agree with the (AP-
Qx2)+Qz2 order. We use these fitting parameters to
determine the position of Ba2MgReO6 in the quadrupole
phase diagram as shown by the yellow star in Fig. 3(a),
which is close to the phase boundary between phase III
and phase I. This result gives a possible explanation of
the quadrupole vanishing and magnetic phase transition
under pressure in Ba2MgReO6[39].

Furthermore, our calculations uncover that the CAF
state of Ba2MgReO6 also has considerable octupoles
including O31

21, O
33
21, O

34
21 and O36

21. We plot the evolution
of octupoles on Re1 with the increasing of U in Fig. 4(d),

TABLE I. The magnitude of magnetic octupoles at λ=0.28eV,
U=1.1eV and V=50meV in CAF ground state.

O31
21 O33

21 O34
21 O36

21

Re1 0.0051 -0.2276 -0.2880 -0.1735

Re2 -0.2880 0.1735 0.0051 0.2276

which illustrates the emergence and stabilization of the
octupoles when U > 0.5eV. According to the symmetry
of these octupoles [14], the {M110|(0, a/2, a/2)} operation
of the AP-Qx2 state enforces the relationship of the oc-
tupoles on the two Re atoms as O31

21(Re2)=O34
21(Re1) and

O33
21(Re1)=−O36

21(Re2), as listed in Table I. Therefore,
the AP-Qx2 makes octupoles also have a canted ordering.
Since the magnitude of octupoles is as large as dipoles,
they should have significant influence on the responses to
the external field. It would be interesting and important
to detect and control such canted octupoles in the future
study of Ba2MgReO6.

Conclusion.— In summary, we consider the intersite
Coulomb interaction V in the self-consistent calculations
for the first time to investigate the phase transition
mechanism and ground state properties in Ba2MgReO6.
The orbital frustration of the cubic structure can be
partially lifted by the anisotropy and further fully lifted
by V . Our calculations demonstrate that ±µQx2 − νQz2

states are 8meV lower than the Qz2 state in the Bct
structure, suggesting the native easy-plane anisotropy
favors dxy occupation. The effect of V is opposite to
that of the easy-plane anisotropy, which will suppress
the dxy occupation and lead to the alternative majority
of dyz and dxz orbitals along [001] direction. As a
result, the system is stabilized in the (AP-Qx2) + Qz2

quadrupole state when V is larger than 20meV. We
uncover that this AP-Qx2 ordering can induce DM
interaction between Re1 and Re2 and finally results in
the CAF ground state along [110] direction, consistent
with the experiments very well. Besides, our calculations
discover the additional octupoles O31

21, O33
21, O34

21 and
O36

21 in the CAF state, which also present canted angle
with considerable magnitude. These results build up
a profound understanding between the interactions and
the structural instability, magnetic properties, as well as
octupoles in Ba2MgReO6. The program developed in
this work provides a generic powerful first-principles tool
for accurate investigation of other 5d TM compounds.
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